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Introduction:
THE EVOLUTION OF “INTELLIGENT ANALYTICS”
For the purposes of this report, we’ve tried to focus on what we’ve termed “intelligent analytics”,
by which we mean the sophisticated analysis of data—often very large datasets—aimed both at
developing deeper insights than have traditionally been generated, and at helping to predict the future
rather than simply explaining the past.
However, “intelligent analytics” is only the latest manifestation of the broader data and analytics
consulting industry, and it’s often hard to distinguish between where analytics start and data stops.
The relationship between the two has also changed over time; indeed, one of the central arguments
of this report is that it will change again in the future, as the schematic on the following page seeks
to illustrate. Today’s organisations have moved a long way from the small, standalone datasets of
the 1980s, largely due to the advent of ERP systems, which integrated data from multiple functions.
Although organisations vary tremendously in their level of maturity when it comes to both data and
analytics, the focus for the more sophisticated adopters at the moment is around amassing very largescale data “lakes” and in developing better tools for analysing the information they contain. Most such
lakes, though, are fed only by internal sources: Going forwards the opportunity—and challenge—will
be to integrate new external sources of information and to develop the next generation of analytical
tools, driven by artificial intelligence and other technologies.
The work done by consultants in this evolving market has traditionally been a combination of lowcost work (typically around data cleansing and assurance) and higher-value work (usually focused on
business intelligence). The arrival of new, large datasets has created a surge of activity in the low-cost
space, and some of that work continues today. But growth has come from high-value, analytics work—
and it’s this part of the market we’ve tried to size here.
Going forwards, we see that re-balancing of consulting work continuing to tilt towards the high-value
end, but also shifting to include more sophisticated analytics, a greater element of behavioural change,
and the ability to identify and/or create new, external datasets.
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Definitions: What do we mean by “intelligent analytics”?

Data

Analytics

Change

1980s

1990s-2000s

2010s

2020s

Dispersed data sources of
limited depth

Large datasets (e.g., from ERP
systems), alongside multiple
small-scale applications

Data lakes integrating different
sources of internal data

Integration of external data
sources into the data lake

Business intelligence—creating dashboards to report data

Standard analysis is superseded
by “intelligent analytics” (more
sophisticated, predictive analysis)

“intelligent analytics” grows in
sophistication, supported by AI,
machine learning, etc.

Analysis for senior executive only; limited change implications

Access to data lakes raises the
profile of data and analytics
throughout the organisation, but
doesn’t drive behavioural change

As new and better analysis
becomes widely available, the
emphasis shifts to ensuring that
results are translated into action
and other behavioural change

Low-cost consulting

High-value consulting

•• Data cleansing and assurance

•• Analytics
•• Behavioural change
•• Identification and creation of new, external datasets

Property of Source Global Research, not to be used without our permission.
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Section 01:
SHOULD CONSULTING FIRMS
(CONTINUE TO) INVEST IN ANALYTICS?
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Section 02:
WHAT MIGHT GIVE CONSULTING FIRMS A
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE IN THE FUTURE?
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Section 03:
HOW CAN CONSULTING FIRMS CREATE A
SUSTAINABLE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE?
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About our research

Breakdown by sector

At the beginning of 2018 we surveyed 199 senior executives in
American corporations in an attempt to measure both the extent
to which they thought their consulting was about to change, and
how it would do so. We also interviewed consulting leaders from
consulting firms, many of whom are quoted in this report.
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21%

5%

Financial services
Manufacturing

7%

Other
Services

•• Our report also draws on data from:
•• Our global consulting data model—a bottom-up model of the

7%

consulting industry covering 84 countries, 29 sectors, and six
major service lines and containing almost 10m data points

16%

9%

Retail
Public sector
Energy & resources
Private healthcare

•• Our annual global client perception survey, the latest

11%

version of which had 9,000 responses from a range of major
consulting markets around the world.

Breakdown by seniority
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Breakdown by function
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Other senior
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management
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Human resources
Marketing & sales
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Strategy
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You need to know how
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